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In recent years the problem of the existence of smooth solution to the unsteady 
boundary layer equations with unfavourable (adverse) pressure gradient has frequently 
been discussed in the literature where two distinct opinions are formed. The first 
one adhe res to th e notion tha t in fin ite t ime a singularity (not of Goldstein's type
dev-elops for the shape of layer thickness leaving the wall shear stress regularly distri
buted. The second one is that such a singularity actually does not exist and the failure 
to obtai n the approximate solution after certain times is attributed chiefly to the short
comings of the numerical schemes employed. Reference is made to [1• 2] for a compre- · 
hensive review on the subject. Recently, by means of significantly different numerical 
methods (Lagrangian and Fourier-series) some authors, [3·5] have indicated the fact that 
a singularit y develo ps with time for the solution of unsteady boundary layer equaUons. 
On the oth er hand the results in (6·9] obtained by means of Eulerian difference schemes 
are not in con cer t either among themsel ves or with the result s of the previous group 
of works. They do not clearly answer th e question of whether singularity exists or not. 

In the present paper another scheme of this type is proposed and the respective 
numerical algorithm implementing it is developed. Ours is an implicit splitting-type 
scheme which is unconditionally stablE:, All mandatory measures for securing goo& 
approximation are taken, e. g. non-uniform mesh spacings in normal direction. A number 
of calculat ions with different magnitude of the longitudinal spacing were conducted 
in order to reveal the performance of the scheme in the vicinity of the separation 
point . The result s obtained with the proposed robust Eulerian difference scheme are 
in good quantitative correlation with the results of the schemes of the first group [3• 5J. 
Hence the first conclu sion of the present work is that the discrepancy observed until 
now between the Lagrangian and Eulerian schemes is not a matter of principle. The se
cond conclusi on supports the point of view that for unsteady boundary layer equations 
a singularit y should be expected for finite time. 

1. Posing the problem. Consider the two-dimensional viscous incompressible flow 
around a circular cylinder . In the usual notation, after appropriate choice of scaling 
we have to solv e 

(1) 

. 

(2) 

(3) 

U=V=O for Y=O, U-+Ue= sin(x) for Y---;co, 

t=O: U=O for y=O, U=Ue for y>O. 
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The y-coordinate is rescaled with the function H(t, x) of the . outer edg e of the 
computational region. The function H(t, x) was set proportional to the displacement 
thickness o(t, x) and the typical values of the coefficient of proportionality are from 
the interval (6, 8) which secures the asymptotic behaviour at 11=y/H-l. Employing 
a scaled normal coordinate 11=y/H, equation (1) is recast in the form 

au au au aue aUe I a2u ow =--l [iJH+ a(Hu)] 
(4) at+uax+wa;,=ar+Ue~+ H 2 ori2 ' ori Hat ox ' 

where 

(5) W=- I (v-iJH'Y1_ iJH11u) H at ·1 ax · 
Boundary conditions (2), (3) are left by the transformation in their original form· 
2. Difference scheme. To device an unconditionally stable difference scheme for nume· 

rical solution of boundary layer equations when the sign of longitudinal component 
of the velocity is positive is not a problem at all. The .situation changes when a revers
ed zone is present, where the disturbances are convected opposite to the direction 
of the main flow. A comprehensive survey on the currently used approximations in the 
reversed zone has been performed in [1]. According to [8], all previous Eulerian dif
ference · schemes are only conditionally stable. This shortcoming of the emplo yed nume
rical schemes is avoided in [10] by the use of iterations. 

In the present work we employ the method of fractional steps, namely the scheme 
of Doug 1 as and Rach ford [11] see also [121): 

(6) 

(7) 

where A and B stand for the difference approximations A and B, respectively: 

(8) 

The approximation with respect to time can be assessed after excluding the half
time-step variable u. (see [121), nam ely 

(9) (E-r: A)(E-r: B)un= (E+r: B)un- 1-(E-r: A)r: B un-1 + r 

from which it follows that 
n n-1 

(10) (E+r:2AB) u ~u (A+B)un+r. 

1t is easily seen now that the scheme is of first order of approximation with respect 
to time, implicit and unconditionally stable if the coefficients in operators A and B are 
'frozen' and do not depend on the sought functions. The latter can be seen after eq. (9) 
is rewritten tn the form 

n 11-l 
(11) (E-r:A)(E-r:B)u --r:u (A+B)un- 1 +r. 

The differential operator A is antisymmetric, and B is negatively defined (see the defi
nitions in (8)), i. e. 
(12) (cp,A<p)=O, (cp,Bcp)<-Y ll cpll-

Then IIE-r:Al l=l. IIE-r:Bll>l, and therefore 

II [(E-, A)(E-t B)J-1 l/<l · 
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which for the differential form of the splitting-type scheme is a sufficient condition for 
stability. The above property is retained also for the difference form provided that, 
after proper linearization, a conservative differencing for the set functions that secures 
the properties (12) is employed. All this means that the scheme is stable. 

In the present paper the derivatives in A and B are approximated by central dif
ferences. Here is to be pointed out that for eq. (6) a fully implicit approximation 
can be devised that is independent of · the sign of the longitudinal component of velo
city. The resulting three-diagonal algebraic system is solved by Gaussian elimination 
with pivoting. · . 

• 3. Results and comparisons. A number of numeriq1l experiments have been conducted 
in order to assess the approximation of the scheme proposed and the performance 
of the algorithm. In a normal direction we took consecutively 26, 51 and 101 mesh 
points . The comparisons were made for the displacement thickness which is one of the 
most sensitive quantities in the problem under consideration, especially in the interval 
[100°::;;x::;; 135°], where for larger times a non-monotonic behaviour develops. The results 
obtained with 51 and 101 points in normal direction differ by less than 10/o. This accu
racy is acceptable and therefore the chief portion of the calculations to be mentioned 
below were conducted with 51 points. The good accuracy attained in the present work 
on rougher meshes we attribute to the adequate choice of the non-uniform grid 
given by 

(13) 1 ( j-1 )[ ( j-1 co+l.4) ] l]j = ro J- 1 + 0.4 exp J- 1 ln 1.4 - 1 , 

where co is a parameter responsible for deviation of grid pattern from the . uniform shape 
and j is the number of the grid row. . 

Similar experiments were conducted with particular values of the time increment 't 

and mesh spacing in longitudinal direcfion h, and their influence Ol\ scheme approxi-
mation was as.sessed. ' 

Turning to investigating the separation itself our results show that for t>2.5 
the displacement thickness 8 grows fast and for appro:ximately t=2.8 a distinct local 
maximum is formed which is in good correlation with [3]. 

One of the most appropriate quantity for assessment of the separation is the displace
ment velocity v"" = 0(8 Ue)/o x. According to [5] for t-3 Voo=(3-t)-l. 75• On the other 
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Fig. I. Evolution of the displacement 
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Fig . 3. Evolution of the shape of 
displacement thicknes s with time 

when t---,3 

hand, it is well known that the value ot V oo is a measure 
for the influence of the boundary layer on the out er 
potential flow. In the classical theor y of boundary layers, 
when no separation is expected the displacement ve
locity behaves as v oo,-..,O (Re- 112). Therefore the above 
suggested behaviour of V oo speaks of singularity whose 
occurrence dismantles the classical theor y. Fig. 1 shows the 
results for the maximal value of the displace ment ve1ocity 
obtained on three different meshes with number of points 
in longitudinal direction 73 (h=2.5 °), 145 (h= 1.25°), 289 
(h= 0.62£ 0

), respectively. The logarithmic scales adopted 
in Fig. 1 show the tendency of the computed cur ve to 
approach a line when h------>-0. Our results give 1.7414 for 
the slope of the line. The respective value from (13] is 1.75. 
Very close to this value are also the result s in [4• 5]. 

Another important feature of the un steady separation 
observed in [4• 13 ] is that the point of singularity of the 
solution moves along side the wall in oppo site direction 
to the main flow with constant velocity . Our results are 
plotted in Fig. 2 and they lie virtuall y on a straight line 
which for t = 3 gives 0 = 111.6°. Let us note here that in 
(13] the reported value is 0=111°. 

In the end it is instructive to obtain a sense of the separation process not only 
in the immediate vicinity of the separation point (the point of singularity) but also 
in the entire lee-side of the cylinder . For this reason Fig. 3 presents the displacement 
thickness in the said region. 
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